A STEP AHEAD IN WIRE INDUSTRY

NATIONAL WIRE IMPEX

Manufacturers of All Kinds
Ferrous Wires
Company Profile

Since last 35 Years National Wire Impex is active in the field of manufacturing, exporting and importing all kinds of alloy and non alloys steel wires.

Our presence in more than 17 countries & domestic market with a strong focus & a constant desire to manufacture, export and import range of wire e.g. stitching wires, electro & hot dipped galvanized wire, copper coated wires, black annealed wire, binding wire, spring steel sires and wires for many more products.

We manufacture various various sizes of wires from 0.40 mm to 16.00 mm under the state of the art technique and quality control environment, as per customers' specification.

We in National Wire Impex believe in timely delivery of products to the international and domestic customers. Our company owns the most advance wire drawing, Galvanizing, copper coating and flattening plants along with complete testing and measuring equipments, ensuring stable and reliable quality of the products. Our products are accepted in domestic & international market.

Huge Manufacturing Capacity to Fulfill your Quantitative requirements

Superior Quality stitching wires suitable for major automated stitching machines likes Lineomatic Graphic Industries, Bielomatik Paper Systems, Stallion Innovative Machinery, Joy D-Zign Engineers, Ech Will, Insun, God's Will, Muller Martini etc.

GI Stitching Wire

Welcome to “NWI” a well known brand from the house of National Wire Impex. which has been in the forefront for the manufacturing of stitching wires in India. With an experience of over a decade now, NWI Stitching Wires has become a leading name in the packaging industry for all our quality products, efficient services & cost effective solutions. NWI Brand Flat Stitching wires are made using premium quality raw materials with latest technology machinery setup for galvanizing and flattening process. All the stitching wires go through stringent quality checks at all stages of production and before final dispatch to ensure almost zero rejection by the customer.

Rust Resistant Galvanized Stitching Wire

Rust Resistant Galvanized Stitching Wire commonly referred to as RP Wire is also made out of Mild Steel Wire and is plated with more amount of zinc which gives it better coating than regular G.I. Wire. This wire is costlier than the regular one but it fights more against the rusting problem as compared to regular G.I. Wire.

Baling Wire

Baling wire, otherwise known as bale wire, farm wire, or soft wire, is a type of wire used to band together corrugated cardboard, paper, textiles, aluminum and other materials that are processed in the recycling industry. Our baling wire has uniform tensile strength and elongation properties. You can form a strong knot with minimum stretch.

Copper Coated Stitching Wire

We Manufacturer copper coated stitching wire for special need of Cartons used in Food Product packaging
Mild Steel Wire (MS WIRE)
We manufacture Mild Steel (M.S.) Wire with bright finish as well as grey finish. In mild steel we manufacture Annealed, HB & HHHW Wires. Even annealing, maintained UTS and smooth finish make our wires preferred by number of industries like galvanizing, copper coating and construction industries.

Binding Wire
We have carved a niche in the industry for our super fine finished Binding Wire. These products are made available in various diameters to meet the diverse needs of the customers. The premium quality raw material and modern technology employed in their production are sourced from reputed vendors and deliver these products their impeccable finish. Other attractive features of these versatile products include sturdy construction, seamless finish, accuracy, stability, high tensile strength, reliability and durability. Customers can procure these form us as per their need at competitive rates.

Galvanized Round Wire
Our company has been dealing in super fine finished Galvanized Iron Wire since its inception. Ergonomically designed these products are very reliable and efficient. We offer electro galvanized as well as hot dipped galvanized wires in various dimensions from 0.20mm to 3.00mm. All our products are skilfully engineered by qualified professionals in line with the industry standards and are of premium quality. We ensure their consistent quality by testing them on industry defined quality parameters using modern techniques and equipment, making it reliable to be used in several industries such as Netting, Wire Ropes, Fencing, Cable Armoring, Imitation Jewellery, Construction, Electricals etc.

Books Stitching Wire
NWI Brand Book Stitching Wires are used by printing and note book industry for binding books, leaflets, catalogs, cheque books etc. These wires are available in both forms i.e. with or without spool as per the requirement of the buyer. To ensure their consistent quality, our quality controllers test them well-defined quality parameters prior to the dispatch to the client premises.

High Carbon Wire & Spring Steel Wire
We manufacture High Carbon Steel Wires in sizes ranging from 0.20mm to 5.00mm in carbon 36 to 90. We offer wires (Galvanised or Un-galvanised) in various finishes i.e. Patented, Hard, Coated (Phosphate & Oiled condition), and clean surface. All properties like hardness, tensile strength, size tolerance, coil weight etc. are maintained as per customer specification to be used in various industries like Wire Rope, Springs, Welded Mesh, Hair Pin and other engineering applications.
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